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diplomat had advised. The action was patriotic, sincere, and
proud—but in the face of such forces as were then massed against
James it was fatal. It was the act of a truthful and open man,
but of one limited and incapable of discovering an intrigue—and
it was his ruin.
Louis gave him up as hopeless, promised the Dutch that he
would not attack them, and turned his great armies off towards
the Rhine.
That was on September 24, and from that moment James was
lost. The Dutch Government, the pressure on their frontiers
thus removed, consented to William's secret scheme.
James woke up, too late, to his danger. He prepared to com-
promise with the great conspiracy against him. He did not go
so far as to forbid religious freedom or, as the bishops now sug-
gested he should, abandon his Faith. But he reversed his former
action in the universities, he restored the old town franchises—
with their corporations of wealthy burgesses opposed to tolera-
tion. He offered the Dutch a formal alliance. He was still in
part deceived. The peers who were intriguing with William
swore to their deep loyalty to James; the bishops—three of
whom were now secretly bound to William—prayed publicly
and loudly for James.
On October 14 William renewed his oath to his Catholic allies.
He swore that he had no intention of dethroning his father-
in-law and would, on reaching England, do all he could far the
freedom of the Catholics.   The Dutch Government solemnly
confirmed the falsehood, and so, on October 19, William sailed.
Invasion*   A gale blew back the great Dutch fleet, with
its mercenary troops in the transports; it was wind-bound for
a fortnight.   On November i the wind went easterly, and it
sailed again.   Making northward, as though for Yorkshire, it
went about in the night, and passed the Straits of Dover on the
2nd (the British fleet at the mouth of the Thames could not beat
up against the strong breeze to attack).   And on November 5
William landed at Torbay, in Devon, with his 16,000 foreign
men—French, Dutch, and German mercenaries, mainly officered
by French Protestant gentlemen—and moved inland.   He was
ill-received.   The populace saw the foreigners go through; they
received the pamphlets which Bishop Bumet had drawn up
denying the royal parentage of the new heir; they listened to
the protestations and read the banners proclaiming "Religion
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